The rapidly emerging diversity of single cell RNAseq datasets allows us to characterize the transcriptional behav-1 ior of cell types across a wide variety of biological and clinical conditions. With this comprehensive breadth comes a major 2 analytical challenge. The same cell type across tissues, from different donors, or in different disease states, may appear 3 to express different genes. A joint analysis of multiple datasets requires the integration of cells across diverse conditions. 4 This is particularly challenging when datasets are assayed with different technologies in which real biological differences 5 are interspersed with technical differences. We present Harmony, an algorithm that projects cells into a shared embedding 6 in which cells group by cell type rather than dataset-specific conditions. Unlike available single-cell integration methods, 7 Harmony can simultaneously account for multiple experimental and biological factors. We develop objective metrics to 8 evaluate the quality of data integration. In four separate analyses, we demonstrate the superior performance of Harmony to 9 four single-cell-specific integration algorithms. Moreover, we show that Harmony requires dramatically fewer computational 10 resources. It is the only available algorithm that makes the integration of ∼ 10 6 cells feasible on a personal computer. We 11 demonstrate that Harmony identifies both broad populations and fine-grained subpopulations of PBMCs from datasets with 12 large experimental differences. In a meta-analysis of 14,746 cells from 5 studies of human pancreatic islet cells, Harmony 13 accounts for variation among technologies and donors to successfully align several rare subpopulations. In the resulting in-14 tegrated embedding, we identify a previously unidentified population of potentially dysfunctional alpha islet cells, enriched 15 for genes active in the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) stress response. The abundance of these alpha cells correlates across 16 donors with the proportion of dysfunctional beta cells also enriched in ER stress response genes. Harmony is a fast and 17 flexible general purpose integration algorithm that enables the identification of shared fine-grained subpopulations across a 18 variety of experimental and biological conditions.
: Overview of Harmony algorithm. We represent datasets with colors, and different cell types with shapes. Before we apply Harmony, principal components analysis embeds cells into a space with reduced dimensionality. Harmony accepts the cell coordinates in this reduced space and runs an iterative algorithm to adjust for data set specific effects. (A) Harmony uses fuzzy clustering to assign each cell to multiple clusters, while a penalty term ensures that the diversity of datasets within each cluster is maximized. (B) Harmony calculates a global centroid for each cluster, as well as dataset-specific centroids for each cluster. (C) Within each cluster, Harmony calculates a correction factor for each dataset based on the centroids. (D) Finally, Harmony corrects each cell with a cell-specific factor: a linear combination of dataset correction factors weighted by its soft cluster assignments made in step A. Harmony repeats steps A through D until convergence. The dependence between cluster assignment and dataset diminishes with each round.
Quantification of Error and Accuracy in Cell Line Integration 75 We first assessed Harmony using three carefully controlled datasets, in order to evaluate performance on both integration each assayed on the Chromium 10X platform but prepared with different protocols: 3-prime end v1 (3pV1), 3-prime end 134 v2 (3pV2), and 5-prime (5p) end chemistries. After pooling all the cells together, we performed a joint analysis. Before 135 integration, cells group primarily by dataset ( Figure 4A , median iLISI 1.00, 95% [1.00, 1.00]). Harmony integrates the 136 three datasets ( Figure 4B , median iLISI 1.96, 95% [1.36, 2.56]), more than other methods ( Figure 4C ). To assess accu-137 racy, within each dataset, we separately annotated (online methods) broad cell clusters with canonical markers of major (CD20+/CD27-), and memory B cells (CD20+/CD27+). In the embeddings produced by other algorithms, the median iLISI 145 did not exceed 1.1 (Table S5) . Accordingly, the subtypes identified with Harmony reside in dataset-specific, rather than 146 dataset-mixed clusters ( Figure S6) . These results show that Harmony successfully accounts for technical variation among 
Simultaneous Integration Across Donors and Technologies Identifies Rare Pancreas Islet Subtypes

150
We considered a more complex experimental design, in which integration must be performed simultaneously over more than 151 one variable. We gathered human pancreatic islet cells from independent five studies 12-16 , each of which were generated 152 with a different technological platform. Integration across platforms is already challenging. However, within two 12, 13 of the 153 datasets, the authors also reported significant donor-specific effects. In this scenario, a successful integration of these studies 154 must account for the effects of both technologies and donors, which may both affect different cell types in different ways.
155
Harmony is the only single cell integration algorithm that is able to explicitly integrate over more than one variable, hence 156 we omit a comparison against other methods. for activated stellate cells, all rare cell types were found across the 5 technology datasets (G). The new alpha cluster was enriched for ER stress genes (I), just like the previously identified beta ER stress cluster (J). The abundances of the two ER stress populations were correlated across donors (H).
Key genes necessary for endocrine function were downregulated in the alpha (K) and beta (L) ES stress clusters.
Discussion
datasets, identification of both broad populations and fine-grained subpopulations, and flexibility to accommodate complex 181 experimental design. We evaluated the degree of mixing among datasets using a quantitative metric, the iLISI. Apart from 182 its use benchmarking, iLISI was particularly important in analyses with more than 3 datasets. Here, we observed that the 183 commonly utilized approach of assessing integration visually was subjective and insensitive, particularly when the number 184 of samples, batches or cell types was large. iLISI provides a quantitative and interpretable metric to help guide analysis.
185
In the computational efficiency benchmarks, we found that 3 of the 5 algorithms were not able to scale beyond 125,000 186 cells because they exceeded the memory resources of our 128GB servers. We were struck by the fact many researchers 187 routinely analyze data on personal computers, which often do not exceed 8 or 16GB. Harmony, which only required 7.2GB 188 to integrate 500,000 cells, is the only algorithm that would enable the integration of large datasets on personal computers.
189
With the pancreatic islet meta-analysis, we demonstrated that Harmony is able to account simultaneously for donor and 190 technology specific effects. One solution to this multi-level problem stepwise is to first globally regress out one variable uniformly. However, the global regression strategy is flexible enough to account for continuous variables, such as read depth 194 or cell quality. In the future, Harmony should also be able to account for such non-discrete sources of variation.
195
We noticed that it is not an uncommon practice to apply a batch-sensitive gene scaling step step before using a single-196 cell integration algorithm. Specifically, many investigators scale gene expression values within datasets separately, before 197 pooling cells into a single matrix. We show (Supplementary Results) that this strategy may make it easier to integrate datasets 198 ( Figure S8A,B ) in the rare situation in which all cell populations and subpopulations are present across all analyzed datasets.
199
However, when the datasets consist of overlapping but not identical populations, this scaling strategy is less effective ( Figure   200 S8C) and may indeed even increase error ( Figure S8D ). For this reason, we do not use this scaling strategy in this manuscript.
201
As part of a universal pipeline, Harmony finds highly integrated embeddings without the need for within-dataset scaling.
202
Harmony allows the user to set a hyperparameter for each covariate that guides how deeply to integrate over each source 203 of variation. When the penalty is 0, Harmony performs minimal integration. Curiously, we noticed that for small inter-204 datasets differences, cells from multiple datasets cluster together without the penalty. In this case, Harmony still integrates 205 the cells during the linear correction phase. On the other hand, one could imagine that with an infinitely large penalty 206 hyperparameter, Harmony would overmix datasets during clustering and hence overcorrect the data. We evaluated the effect 207 of the diversity penalty in the PBMCs example (see Supplementary Results) and observed that the Harmony embedding 208 is robust to a wide range of penalties ( Figure S9) . Nonetheless, as with any integration algorithm, we urge the user to 209 understand the effects of hyperparameters and experiment with several values.
210
Harmony is designed to accept a matrix of cells and covariate labels for each cell as input, and it will output a matrix does not alter the expression values of individual genes to account for dataset-specific differences. We recommend using a 215 batch-aware approach, such as a linear model with covariates, for differential expression analysis.
216
In our meta-analysis of pancreatic islet cells, we identified a previously undescribed rare subpopulation of alpha ER 217 stress cells (Figure 5F,J) . Similar to beta ER stress cells, they appear to have reduced endocrine function ( Figure 5K ).
218
Because Harmony integrated over both donors and technology ( Figure 5C ,D,E), we were able to identify the significant 219 association between the proportion of alpha to beta ER stress populations across donors ( Figure 5L ). Based on this corre-220 lation and similar stress response patterns, it is possible that these two populations are involved in a coordinated response 
Note that the correction procedure uses Z, notẐ to regress out confounder effects. In this way, we restrict correction to 234 a linear model of the original embedding. An alternative approach would use the outputẐ of the last iteration as input to the correction procedure. Thus, the finalẐ would be the result of a series of linear corrections of the original embedding. limit the transformation reflects the notion in the introduction. Namely, if we had perfect knowledge of the cell types before 238 correction, we would linearly regress out batch within each cell type. 239 Lastly, we note that Z can be any arbitrary embedding of the cells. In this paper, we use principal components for 240 scRNAseq datasets. However, Harmony can be efficiently run on any low dimensional embedding of the data, including 241 diffusion maps, autoencoders, or independent components. in the following section, depends on the cluster and batch identities Ω(R, φ
For each batch variable, we add a new parameter θ f . θ f decides the degree of penalty for dependence between batch 283 membership and cluster assignment. When ∀ f θ f = 0, the problem reverts back to (2), with no penalty on dependence. As 284 θ f increases, the objective function favors more independence between batch f and cluster assignment. As θ f approaches 285 infinity, it will yield a degenerate solution. In this case, each cluster has an equivalent distribution across batch f . However, 286 the distances between cells and centroids may be large. Finally, σ is added to this term for notational convenience in the 287 gradient calculations.
288
We found that this clustering works best when we compute the cosine, rather than Euclidean distance, between Z and 289 Y . Haghverdi et al 25 showed that the squared Euclidean distance is equivalent to cosine distance when the vectors are L 2 290 normalized. Therefore, assuming that all Z i and Y k have a unity L 2 norm, the squared Euclidean distance above can be 291 re-written as a dot product.
Cluster Diversity Score
293
Here, we discuss and derive the diversity penalty term Ω(·), defined in the previous section. For simplicity, we discuss 294 diversity with respect to a single batch variable, as the multiple batch penalty terms are additive in the objective function.
295
The goal of Ω(·) is to penalize statistical dependence between batch identity and cluster assignment. In statistics, dependence 296 between two discrete random variables is typically measured with the χ 2 statistic. This test considers the frequencies with 297 which different values of the two random variables are observed together. The observed co-occurrence counts (O) are 298 compared to the counts expected under independence (E). For practical reasons, we do not use the χ 2 statistic directly.
Instead, we use the Kullback Leibler Divergence (D KL ), an information theoretic distance between two distributions. In this 300 section, we define the O and E distributions, as well the D KL penalty, in the context of the probabilistic cluster assignment 301 matrix R.
302
O bk = N P r(b, k)
Next, we define the KL divergence in terms of R. Note that both O and E depend on R. However, in the derivation below, 303 we expand one of the O terms. This serves a functional purpose in the optimization procedure, described later. Intuitively,
304
in the update step of R for a single cell, we compute O and E on all the other cells. In this way, we decide how to assign the 305 single cell to clusters given the current distribution of batches amongst clusters.
For multiple batch variables, we sum over these convergence terms to get the penalty in equation 3.
307
Optimization
Optimization of 4 admits an Expectation-Maximization framework, iterating between cluster assignment (R) and centroid 309 (Y ) estimation .
310
Cluster assignment R. Using the same strategy as, 24 we solve for the optimal assignment R i for each cell i. First we set up 311 the Lagrangian with dual parameter λ and solve for the partial derivative wrt each cluster k.
Next, we use the probability constraint K k=1 R ki = 1 to solve for exp(− λ σ − 1).
Finally, we substitute exp(− λ σ − 1) to remove the dependency of R ki on the dual parameter λ.
The denominator term above makes sure that R i sums to one. In practice (alg 2), we compute the numerator and divide 315 by the sum.
316
Centroid Estimation Y. Our clustering algorithm uses cosine distance instead of Euclidean distance. In the context of 317 kmeans clustering, this approach was pioneered by Dhillon et al. 26 We adopt their centroid estimation procedure for our 318 algorithm. Instead of just computing the mean position of all cells that belong in cluster k, this approach then L 2 normalizes 319 each centroid vector to make it unit length. Note that normalizing the sum over cells is equivalent to normalizing the mean 320 of the cells. In the soft clustering case, this summation is an expected value of the cell positions, under the distribution 321 defined by R. That is, re-normalizing R ·k for cluster k gives the probability of each cell belonging to cluster k. Again, this 322 re-normalization is a scalar factor that is irrelevant once we L 2 normalize the centroids. Thus, the unnormalized expectation 323 of centroid position for cluster k would be Y k = E R ·k Z = i R ki Z i . In vector form, for all centroids, this is Y = ZR T .
324
The final position of the cluster centroids is given by this summation followed by L 2 normalization of each centroid. This 325 procedure is implemented in algorithm 2 in the section {Compute Cluster Centroids}.
Algorithm 2 Maximum Diversity Clustering
The update steps of R and Y derived above form the core of Maximum Diversity Clustering, outlined as algorithm 2. This Simple Additive Batch Model. Before we jump in to the full mixture model, we review a simpler model of additive batch.
363
Here, batch effect is global and is not sensitive to any surrogate variables, such as cluster membership. We assume the data 364 is normally distributed and model each sample (i) with a multivariate Gaussian.
The covariance matrix Σ is a diagonal matrix with the same variance σ 2 for each dimension. The mean is a sum of a 366 global intercept vector µ and a batch effect vector βφ i . In this example, β ∈ R d×B defines an offset vector for each batch.
367
We use φ i to index into the appropriate batch of β (i.e. βφ i ∈ R d×1 ). In order to regress out the batch effect, we estimate the 368 parameters µ and β and subtract the batch offsets (βφ i ) from the raw data. Since batch effect here is purely additive, we do 369 not estimate variance. µ is the global mean of the dataset (µ = N i=1 Z i /N ). β terms are estimated by maximizing the log 370 likelihood of (9) wrt each β b term independently.
Thus, the batch offset of batch b is the mean of cells inside the batch minus the global mean. We subtract this offset from 372 the raw data (Z) to get the corrected data (Ẑ).
In the following section, we follow the same approach laid out here to incorporate soft cluster membership into the model. Additive Batch Mixture Model In order to model the effect of batch, we take advantage of the parameterization of K-means 376 as a special case of a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). That is, the cluster assignment probabilities (R) computed before now 377 become the component mixture weights in the GMM. Like above, this GMM has a homoschedastic, spherical covariance 378 matrix (Σ = σ 2 I). Unlike the simpler model, each cluster has its own intercept µ k and set of batch terms β bk .
In this new generative model, each sample is explained as a mixture of Gaussians, with weights R ki . The cluster specific 380 intercepts (µ k ) are the (non-spherical) cluster centroids. We compute the MLE β terms using standard methods for GMMs.
381
It is known that the GMM does not have a convex log likelihood, so we use the the expected log likelihood instead. Fixing 382 µ k and R ki , we solve for the MLE β bk terms.
Note that (10) and (13) have similar forms. Both compute the expected difference between the batch cells and some µ.
384
In the simple model, µ is a global term, while in the mixture model, µ k is specific to a local cluster k. In order to correct the 385 data in this model, we need a batch offset term for each cell. (12) shows us that this is done by taking expectations over β k φ i 386 terms:
Implementation. Algorithm 3 lays down the pseudocode for GMM Correct, the mixture model correction procedure derived 388 above. For a more vectorized implementation, we rewrite the (13) in terms of each β b ∈ R d×K matrix and (14) in terms of 389 the whole Z matrix.
Algorithm 3 GMM Correct function CORRECT(Z, R, φ)
Caveat. This section assumes the modeled data are orthogonal and each normally distributed. This is not true for the L 2 391 normalized data used in spherical clustering. Regression in this space requires the estimation and interpolation of rotation 392 matrices, a difficult problem. We instead perform batch correction in the unnormalized space. The corrected dataẐ are then 393 L 2 -normalized for the next iteration of clustering. report the entropy of these distributions. Our metric for local diversity is related to these approaches, in that we start with a 400 KNN graph. However, our approach considers two problems that these do not.
401
First, the metric should be more sensitive to local distances. For example, a neighborhood of 100 cells can be equally 402 mixed among 4 batches. However, within the neighborhood, the cells may be clustered by batch. The second problem is 403 one of interpretation. kBET provides a statistical test to assess the significance of mixing, but it is not clear whether all 404 neighborhood should be significantly mixed when the datasets have vastly different cell type proportions. Azizi et al 28 et al 405 use entropy as a measure of diversity, but it is not clear how to interpret the number of bits required to encode a neighborhood 406 distribution.
407
Our diversity score, the Local Inverse Simpson's Index (LISI) addresses both points. To be sensitive to local diversity, we 408 build Gaussian kernel based distributions of neighborhoods. This gives distance-based weights to cells in the neighborhood 409 and gives less diversity to . The current implementation computes these local distributions using a fixed perplexity (default 410 30), which has been shown to be a smoother function than fixing the number of neighbors. We address the second issue of
